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Apple today released iTunes 7.6.1, and announced a new $0.99 Movie of the Week promotion in an email sent out to iTunes
Movie Rental .... The ability to rent movies and buy content from the iTunes store was nice but in the grand ... iTunes 7.6.1 and
Weekly $0.99 Movie Rentals.. Apple Introduces iTunes Movie Rental Specials, This Blogger Still ... In the latest round of
software updates, Apple released version 7.6.1 of their ... The pick of the week costs $0.99 and a new selection will be available
every Thursday.. Apple Releases iTunes 7.6.1, $0.99 Rental Discounts — Apple released iTunes ... iTunes Store adds 99 cent
weekly movie rental specials.. Apple Releases iTunes 7.6.1, $0.99 Rental Discounts — Apple ... Over the past week, I finally
had a chance to give this request some time, and .... You can check the iTunes Movie of the Week by launching the iTunes Store
on your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Mac or Windows computer. Go to the Movies screen .... It also released a new version of
iTunes (version 7.6.1) today with ... be offering a special discount for one movie per week at a price of $0.99.. Apple released
iTunes 7.6.1 today through the Mac OS X Software ... its weekly email, that they will be offering a different $0.99 movie
rental .... Apple released iTunes 7.6.1, and announced a new $0.99 Movie of the Week promotion in an email sent out to iTunes
Movie Rental customers.. Did you know that iTunes offers a weekly $0.99 movie rental via the iTunes Store? If you haven't
stumbled across this feature yet, you've likely .... 99 Rental.com keeps you up-to-date on the $0.99 iTunes Movie of the Week.
Track all the movie rentals that are 99 cent through the site, RSS feed, by Email, .... iTunes 7.6.1 includes several bug fixes and
improves compatibility with ... is offering a $0.99 cent standard definition "Movie of the Week" rental.. Apple updates iTunes,
introduces $0.99 movie rentals. itunes. Yesterday Apple updated their iTunes software to version 7.6.1 which includes a few ...
else to help drive adoption of movie rentals: weekly $0.99 rental specials.. Apple has also informed subscribers to its newsletter
that it will be offering one rental movie at .99 cents each week. The first film available at .... My issue is on the iTunes store and
when you go to rent movies there are no .99cent movies any ... There is now a 99 cent Rental of the Week.. Displays the 99 cent
movie rental of the week on iTunes. The feed is from 99rental.com.. All it says is "iTunes 7.6.1 includes several bug fixes and
improves ... is the weekly movie rental, which will be 0.99 and work for a week. 87ec45a87b 
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